
The Challenge:

SYSTEMIZING COMMERCE
THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

 India

SHOPX

ShopX is a branded Retail Operating system, which connects Brands, Retailers, and 
Consumers.

As a Hyperlocal Marketplace, ShopX aids in finding quality products and services of your 
choice at the local stores/vendors in your neighborhood at discounted prices. The added 
advantage being the lucrative ShopX coupons that grant additional discounts on your local 
purchases. 

Developed in India, SHOPX wanted to expand their user base from 50K to 100K, especially Developed in India, SHOPX wanted to expand their user base from 50K to 100K, especially 
from specific areas like Bangalore within the first quarter of its’ engagement with DCI. 

The advantage of being a ShopX user is that you can know more about the discounts available 
in the stores in your locality and it also benefits the retailers, who manage their business 
digitally. 

The client approached DCI to resolve certain underlying issues in the following areas, including 
reduction of CPI (Cost per Install/download) for User acquisition via  Ad campaigns, enhanced 
organic growth and retention, hyperlocal targeting and achieving KPI of the bottom-most funnel 
(Product/Shop shortlist).

They contacted us to provide a complete end-to-end marketing which covers:
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Solution:

     Detailed Ad campaign with Pincode based targeting.
     ASO optimization
     Keyword analysis
     A/B Testing of creative assets
     Optimized campaigns on multiple channels
     Optimization based on Pincode targeting
     Ran in-app event based ad campaigns      Ran in-app event based ad campaigns 

On account of these initiatives, DCI was able to stretch out to the right audience and increased 
the reach in both organic and inorganic mediums by 2X and 3X respectively. We have acquired 
50K users targeting specific Pincodes in particular cities.

We also achieved significant results in organic installs in a shorter span through effective ASO 
activities and campaigns across various social media platforms.

As a result of our ad campaign effort, the"Order" rate percentage of the app was improved.

The conversions from in-app activities based ad campaigns were received at the optimal rate. 

Results Achieved:

App pre-launch:

     ASO
     App UI/UX suggestion and enhancement
     In-depth App Audit
     Competitive Analysis

App post-launch:

     User Engagement activity     User Engagement activity
     AD campaign activity  (Hyperlocal Targeting)
     KPI based Retargeting activity
     Conversion optimization
     Detailed Reportings

Dot Com Infoway deployed a state-of-the-art strategy to resolve these challenges.

Course of action:
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